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column, and a method for driving the same. A solid-
state imaging device is equipped with a sensor array,

each pixel of which has a photoelectric conversion
element and a vertical signal line connected to the
photoelectric conversion element. This sensor array

is a two-dimensional array consisting of a large
number of photoelectric conversion elements. In a
case where the solid-state imaging device has the
photoelectric conversion element, a photoelectric

transfer gate, and a vertical signal line connected to
them, a light quantity sensor having a photoelectric
transfer gate and a vertical signal line connected to

them is disposed between photoelectric transfer
gates. With this structure, the light quantity sensor

for detecting the incident light can be disposed in the
same plane as the photoelectric conversion

elements. The solid-state imaging device is formed
into a one-dimensional or two-dimensional array by

disposing the photoelectric conversion elements and
the light quantity sensors of a plurality of stages.
Each pixel of the solid-state imaging device reads

signal charges (photoelectric charges) accumulated
in the photoelectric conversion element by turning on

the transfer gate connected to the photoelectric
conversion element, and outputs the signal charges

through the vertical signal line. In general, the
transfer gate is ON for reading the signal charges of
one row at a time, in a solid-state imaging device,

and the vertical signal
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